1046 - 1641 Lonsdale Avenue
North Vancouver BC, V7M 2J5
March 21, 2011
Mr. James H. Goulden
Bull, Housser & Tupper LLP
300 Royal Centre
P.O. Box 1130
1055 West Georgia Street
Vancouver V6E 3R3

By e-mail

Mr. Goulden,

RE: Tides Canada
Below, please find my response to the points in your letter of March 16, 2011. As you
have suggested, I will post your letter at my blog along with this reply.
1)

Organizing for Change

You state: “There is nothing contained in the statement you quote from Organizing for change
(“OFC”), or the subject e-mail generally, that states or implies an intent “to get people to
temporarily join the Liberal Party.”
My response: For the reasons that I outlined in my previous letter, I disagree.
In my e-mail to Tides Canada on January 11, 2011, I wrote, “As far as I can tell, this project
(Organizing for Change) seeks to influence the leadership picks of both the Liberal and the
NDP parties in British Columbia.” If Tides Canada disputes my understanding of the intent of
Organizing for Change, in this instance, why didn’t Tides Canada say so two months ago?
2)

Tides USA and Tides Canada

You state: “Tides Canada was founded by a group of individuals, not by Tides USA.
There is a limited working relationship between the organizations, but to state that
Tides USA is a “parent organization” mischaracterizes this relationship and is false.”
My response: To the best of my knowledge, I have never written or said that Tides Canada
was “founded” by Tides USA. I have noted that Tides USA has reported that it helped
“in the launching” of Tides Canada. As that web-page has since been removed,
I have provided an excerpt of that, below.1
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http://www.tides.org/about//history/index.html
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3)

The Dogwood Initiative

You state: “In our previous letter, we did not state that Tides Canada has not supported the
Dogwood Initiative. Rather, our issue was with the fact that your publications reference
certain Dogwood work of which Tides Canada has no knowledge or involvement, unfairly
inferring an overall involvement by Tides Canada that simply does not exist.”
My response: Tides Canada is listed as a “partner and supporter” of the Dogwood Initiative.2
I do not see how Tides Canada can be a “partner and supporter” in the Dogwood Initiative and
yet have no knowledge or involvement in its work.
4)

Transparency

You state: “Your ongoing assertion that our client is attempting to hide or keep quiet its
activities or funding is again false.”
My response: I have not stated that Tides Canada is “attempting to hide or keep quiet its activities
or funding.” That said, I notice that Tides Canada lists a large number of grant recipients at its
web-site but does not specify the amount of funding that each grantee receives. I am concerned
that this practice obscures the fact that a large part of Tides Canada’s grant-making benefits a
small number of select recipients, chosen by Tides Canada, and who receive relatively large grants.
According to my analysis, a large part of Tides Canada Foundation’s funding comes from a
small number of sources. My analysis of Canadian tax returns finds that in 2008 and 2009,
more than half of the funding that Tides Canada Foundation received from registered Canadian
charities came from only two sources. For 2008 and 2009, I found that ten foundations
accounted for 80 percent of the funds that Tides Canada Foundation received from registered
Canadian charities. Three U.S. foundations alone (Hewlett, Packard & Moore) have paid
more than $46.6 million to Tides Canada or to Tides USA, for energy-related projects in Canada,
according to U.S. tax returns and on-line records.
According to my analysis of Tides Canada’s U.S. tax returns for 2008 and 2009, more than
60 percent of the grantees of Tides Canada Foundation (TCF) received less than $10,000. In
2009, of the $9.4 million that TCF granted, $5.3 million was simply transferred to Tides Canada
Initiatives Society and spent internally. Of the remaining $4.1 million that TCF granted in 2009,
more than half was granted to only ten grantees.
I believe that Tides Canada could be more transparent by publicizing the actual amounts of the
grants that Tides Canada receives, the purpose for which the money was received, and its origin.
Using an on-line database, Tides Canada could also publicize the actual amounts of the grants
that it makes to grantees, as many other foundations do. Tides Canada could also post its
U.S. tax returns on-line.
5)

Open Media

You state: “Tides Canada accepts donations for Media Democracy, which is a charitable
project. Open Media also supports Media Democracy. We are advised that Open Media
removed an inactive and inaccurate webpage last month when they were made aware
that it remained available on the web. The operational link on their site has then and
now correctly noted that people may donate to the charitable project, Media Democracy,
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http://dogwoodinitiative.org/aboutus/partners
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at Tides Canada. All of that said, none of the above in any way implies that Tides Canada
is “behind” Open Media or funds Open Media.”
My response: On the basis of what I presented in my previous letter, and the brochure
shown on the next page, it appears to me that Open Media’s brochure indicates that
cheques to Open Media could be made payable to Tides Canada Initiatives.

REMOVED

I notice that in one of the on-line versions of this brochure (shown on the next page) the
relevant words about cheques payable to Tides Canada, are visible on the screen but are
blocked from printing.3,4
6)

$27.3 Million Paid to the Coast Conservation Endowment Fund Foundation

You state that I have “incorrectly” reported that a grant for $27.3 million went to two small
First Nations.
My response: What I have reported is exactly what Tides Canada’s returns say. See below.
Are you suggesting that what Tides Canada reported in its U.S. tax returns is inaccurate or
incomplete?

3
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http://openmedia.ca/sites/openmedia.ca/files/OM%20Brochure%20final.pdf
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31228096/OM-Brochure-Final
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/31228310/OpenMedia-ca-Brochure
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7)

Oil-Related Projects

a) You state: “… Tides Canada is funding very few organizations involved in oil issues
and is not making large grants to these organizations” (underline added).
My response: According to my analysis of U.S. tax returns for Tides Canada Foundation,
in 20008 and 2009, Tides Canada paid a total of $7.5 million to 30 organizations that
are involved in various campaigns that tackle the Canadian oil and gas industry or
would thwart oil exports to Asia (eg. Pipe Up Against Enbridge, Rethink Alberta, the
Dogwood Initiative, the Boreal Songbird Initiative and other campaigns. I recognize
that not all of the funds provided by Tides Canada were used specifically towards
campaigns against Alberta oil or against Canadian oil exports. In some instances, the
amount of funds that was used for efforts to tackle the oil industry may have been small
or zero. Of the $17.8 million that Tides Canada Foundation granted in 2008/2009
(apart from the $27.3 million paid to the CCEFF), $7.5 million constitutes roughly
42 percent.
In light of the fact that Tides Canada has funded at least 30 organizations that are
involved in various campaigns and projects that tackle the Alberta oil industry, and
that would thwart Canadian oil exports to Asia, it does not seem to me that
Tides Canada is “funding very few organizations involved in oil issues,” as your letter says.
In light of the size of the grants, it does not appear to me that Tides Canada is
“not making large grants to these organizations” as your letter says.
b) You state: “Your publications… outline many funds and grant recipients with which
Tides Canada has no involvement in or knowledge of whatsoever.”
My response: I have written about various organizations, not only about Tides Canada.
To the best of my knowledge, I have referred to Tides Canada only with regards to
campaigns or projects in which Tides Canada is involved.
c) You state: “Your continued intentional conflation of grants from Tides Canada and Tides USA
implies a far greater role for Tides Canada in “oil” issues than is accurate.”
My response: I do not intentionally conflate grants from Tides Canada and Tides USA.
On the contrary, as I mentioned in my previous letter, in my op-eds published in the
National Post and in the Vancouver Sun (Feb. 17 and Feb. 25, respectively), there is
not one instance in which I referred to Tides without specifying whether I was referring to
Tides Canada or Tides USA.
Incidentally, I note that even the CEO of Tides Canada, Mr. Ross McMillan, has referred
to Tides Canada simply as “Tides.”7
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http://www.renewalpartners.com/blog/joel-solomon/the-evolution-tides-canada
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8)

The Endswell Foundation

You state: “Most of the questions you cite in your “Ten Reasons” blog entry relate to the
Endswell Foundation, and not to Tides Canada. By listing these questions in a publication
about Tides Canada, you are clearly trying to infer that the questions contained therein are
about Tides Canada or that Tides Canada has a role in or knowledge of matters internal to
the Endswell Foundation, which is false.”
My response: The “founding chair” of Tides Canada, Drummond Pike, is also the chair of the
Endswell Foundation. The vice-chair of Tides Canada, Joel Solomon, is also the president of
the Endswell Foundation. The treasurer for Tides Canada and the treasurer for Endswell is
the same person: James Morrisey. As such, I do not see how Tides Canada can say that it has
no knowledge of matters internal to Endswell.
Tides Canada refers to Carol Newell as the “founder” of Tides Canada.8 She is also referred to
as the “founder” of the Endswell Foundation. Joel Solomon is quoted as having said that
Endswell was the “incubator” of Tides Canada.9 I believe that it is fair to inquire about the
foundation that “incubated” Tides Canada, and that concerns and questions about the
founder of Tides Canada, reflect on Tides Canada. More broadly, I believe that questions
about Tides Canada’s funding – and the origins of the money - are fair. That includes, in my
opinion, questions about the Endswell Foundation which has granted at least $12.6 million to
Tides Canada. According to my calculations, the Endswell Foundation is, by far, the
Canadian foundation that has provided more funds to Tides Canada than any other
foundation. Indeed, my analysis finds that the Endswell Foundation has paid Tides Canada
more than twice as much money as any other Canadian charitable foundation.
I also notice that the Endswell Foundation has been a client of Bull, Housser & Tupper since 1997.
Why does Bull, Housser & Tupper respond on behalf of Tides Canada but not Endswell?
With regards to the Endswell Foundation, among my main questions are:
a)

The Founders of Tides Canada – Carol Newell and the Endswell Foundation

A person by the name of Carol Newell was reportedly paid $49,921 as “secretary” of the
Endswell Foundation in 2009, according to U.S. tax returns. Is this the same Carol Newell
as the “founder” of Tides Canada?
Tides Canada says that Carol Newell “placed” more than $60 million. Was that entirely
her own money or was that money that she “placed” on behalf of others? Where was that
$60 million “placed?”
Is Joel Solomon the “multimillionaire philanthropist” who co-founded the Endswell
Foundation with his personal inheritance, as the media has reported?10 Or is Joel
Solomon a paid employee of the Endswell Foundation, as indicated in U.S. tax returns?
Or both? According to my calculations based on U.S. tax returns, since 1997 the Endswell
Foundation has paid a total of $979,527 to Joel Solomon, Joel Solomon Co. and “JSCO.”
Who is “JSCO?” Did the payments made to “JSCO” by the Endswell Foundation go to
Mr. Joel Solomon or Joel Solomon Co.?
http://tidescanada.org/news/general/carol-a-newell-has-been-appointed-a-member-of-the-order-of-canada/
http://sereporter.com/content/bringing-models-scale-0
10 Culbert, L. 2011. How big money drives social change. The Vancouver Sun, August 8, 2010.
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b)

The Assets of Tides Canada and the Endswell Foundation

Since 2000, the total assets of Tides Canada Foundation and Tides Canada Initiatives Society
have increased from $2.4 million to $33.6 million, according to Canadian tax returns. Over the
same years, the assets of the Endswell Foundation have gone from $26 million to $504,801.
Did Endswell transfer assets to Tides Canada? If so, where did Endswell’s assets originate?
Did these funds originate exclusively with Carol Newell and Joel Solomon? Were there other
sources?
From 2008 to 2009, the total assets of the Endswell Foundation went from $10.9 million to
$504,801, according to publicly available Canadian tax returns. What happened?

Back in 1997, Endswell received a gift of $3.4 million with the stipulation that it could
not be spent for 10 years. Where did that money originate?
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c)

The $11.4 Million Dollar Question

At the Endswell Foundation, total yearly expenditures on overhead (expenditures other
than grants) almost tripled from nearly $797,183 in 2002 to $2,281,742 in 2007, according
to my calculations. While $11.4 million (2002 – 2009) was spent on overhead, the amount
that was granted to Tides Canada over the same period, was only $8.7 million.
Why did the Endswell Foundation need to spend $11.4 million on overhead expenses
during the years since 2003 when Endswell was simply granting 99 percent of its funds
to Tides Canada? This is what I have referred to as the $11.4 million dollar question.
During 2004, 2006, 2008 and 2009 when Endswell made not one single grant to any
organization other than Tides Canada, what were the staff doing?

Why did staff and office expenses markedly increase at the Endswell Foundation?
Annual office expenditures increased from $172,250 in 2003 to $765,395 in 2008.
Secretarial and staff costs rose from $44,996 in 2000 to a high of $606,231 in 2007.
Sharp increases in expenditures since 2004 - The year 2004 is when the William
& Flora Hewelett Foundation paid Tides Canada $70,000 "to develop a strategic plan to
address the oil and gas industry in British Columbia." Since then, Hewlett has paid
$12 million to various organizations - including Tides Canada and Tides USA - to
“reform” the oil and gas industry in Canada. On top of that, Hewlett has paid $17 million
for the Great Bear Rainforest and other projects in Canada.
Does the increase in the spending of the Endswell Foundation have anything to do with
the implementation of the Hewlett/Tides Canada plan to address B.C.'s oil and gas
industry, or is it just a coincidence that after 2004, office expenditures, staff-related
costs, salaries of senior management and professional and consulting fees all increased
substantially?
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d)

Grantee & Program Support

Since 1999, Endswell has paid $3.3 million in “grantee support and education,” according to my
calculations based on U.S. tax returns. Since 2003, it appears to me that, in essence, Endswell
has had only one grantee: Tides Canada. Has Tides Canada received the “grantee support” that
Endswell has paid, in particular, the $1.7 million that Endswell has spent on “grantee support”
since 2003?
Endswell’s spending on “program support” increased from $32,973 to $903,804, from 2008 to
2009. How were those funds spent? Were they paid to Tides Canada? Were those funds used
for any of Tides Canada’s projects or campaigns that Tides Canada supports?
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e)

Professional & consulting fees

Since 2003, while 99 percent of grant funding went to Tides Canada, why did Endswell
need to spend $2.3 million for professional and consulting services? Why did the
amounts paid to these companies increase significantly after 2004? For what type of
”consulting services” did Endswell pay Interdependent Investments Ltd., Candid and
Real Assets? For Candid which was paid $529,531, I couldn't find a B.C. Company
Summary, a web-site, or any other on-line information.
Interdependent Investments Ltd. - Why did Endswell need to pay $1.4 million to
Interdependent Investments Ltd., a company whose only two officers are Joel Solomon
and Martha Burton, according to a B.C. Company Summary? When Interdependent
Investments Ltd. made campaign contributions for $6,000 to Vision Vancouver, did any
of this money originate from the Endswell Foundation?

f)

Corporate Bonds and Stocks

In 1997, 1998 and 1999, Endswell reported that it had corporate bonds in 20 companies. Of
those 20 companies, three were gas companies: B.C. Gas, Consumers Gas Ltd. and Nova Gas
Transmission. According to on-line information from TransCanada, Nova Gas Transmission
is a wholly owned subsidiary of TransCanada which owns the Keystone pipeline that began
operations in June of 2010. In 1997 and 1998, Endswell also reported about $400,00 in
corporate bonds named "Trans Quebec Maritimes." Were these bonds part of TransCanada?
Since 2000, in which industries and companies are the Genus and Real Assets stock that
Endswell has investments? Was any of this stock in companies in the oil and gas industry?
According to U.S. tax returns filed by Endswell, the ending book value of Endswell's total
corporate stocks went from $13.4 million in 2003 to $51,973 in 2009. What happened?
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g)

Management Fees & Income

What is the origin of the $2.2 million that Endswell received as "management fees" and
"other income" between 2001 and 2009?" In addition to the $75,000 that Endswell was
paid by the David & Lucile Packard Foundation, has the Endswell Foundation received
other funds from any other foreign sources, either directly or indirectly?
h)

Renewal Partners

As shown below, the Endswell Foundation, a registered charity, paid $2.3 million
(2004–2009) to five individuals who are also on the staff of Renewal Partners.
According to U.S. tax returns, the salaries paid to some of these individuals - including
Joel Solomon and Martha Burton - seem to have doubled or tripled over a few years.
Martha Burton's pay seems to have doubled from $72,036 in 2007 to $135,325 in 2008,
and then decreased again to $72,542 in 2009. Why?

According to the Vancouver Sun's database, Renewal Partners contributed $70,469 and
Strategic Communications contributed $83,314 to Vision Vancouver and Mayor Gregor
Robertson's 2008 mayor campaign. Until recently re-writing its web-site, Strategic
Communications said that it is a "partner" of Renewal Partners. Strategic Communications
also contributed nearly $34,000 to the N.D.P (2005-2007). For a small company, this
seems like a lot to me. I wonder whether these substantial campaign contributions would
have been feasible if the Endswell Foundation hadn't been paying the salaries of Renewal
Partners - to the tune of $2.3 million since 2004.
Renewal Partners says that it has invested in 75 companies. At the web-site of Renewal
Partners, I could only find the names of 26 companies. As far as I can see, Renewal
Partners has invested in more companies in the United States (New Hampshire, New
York, Vermont, Colorado and California) than in Vancouver.
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9)

The missing decimal in my Vancouver Sun oped, Feb. 25, 2011

You state: “Thank you for correcting the mistake in the Vancouver Sun online edition
regarding Tides Canada’s contracts.”
My response: The missing decimal was not with regards to Tides Canada’s contracts.
It was with regards to the $5.6 million that Tides Canada paid in 2009 to consultants.
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
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Excerpts from U.S. Tax Returns for the Endswell Foundation
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Excerpts from U.S. Tax Returns for the Endswell Foundation
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Excerpts from U.S. Tax Returns for the Endswell Foundation
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